THE CLIMAX
two or three years before that a certain number of sporadic
outbreaks due to the activity of two extreme Nationalist secret
associations, both of them working from America, the one best
known over here being the Fenian—a title taken from one of
the legendary heroes of ancient Ireland.
These forms of * direct action3 took the shape of attacks by
dynamite upon public buildings in Ireland, such as barracks,
murder, and attempted murder. But they were sporadic, they
had not the support of the Irish people as a whole, and they
were strongly denounced by the clergy. They were, indeed,
rather designed to cause general ill-ease than to affect any
definite and planned purpose, and their most prominent incident
was the incident known as that of "the Manchester Martyrs,"
when three young men were put to death in connection with the
release of Fenians in Manchester, in the rescue of whom a police-
man had been killed. There was also an attack by gunpowder
on Clerkenwell Prison.
But such isolated attacks of violence, though they reminded
English opinion again that the Irish problem existed, could lead
to little. There was, indeed, a disestablishment of the Irish
Church in 1869 and the disendowment thereof, but it did no
more than touch the fringe of the problem. More important in
principle, though hardly in practice, was the first Land Bill
(dating from February 1870), which recognized outside Ulster
the principle of security of tenure and brought in the idea of
dual ownership—that is, the vesting in the tenant of some small
part of the competitive rent which he paid~for the land taken by
force from his ancestors. What is to be remembered is that
from this|day onward Irish political demands, so far from being
placated by economic advantages, increased, and every effort
made on the English side to relieve the strain by concession
other than the admission of national freedom^only accentuated
the demand for independence.
The extension of the suffrage and the Ballot Act, coupled later
with the distress occasioned by the fall in agricultural prices,
were the forces which combined to launch a wholly new form
of attack. Ireland was to act henceforward in the heart of
England and English public life through Parliament, and that
not on the old lines of Daniel O'Connell but in a novel and for
more effective fashion.
An Irish Protestant, one of the gentry and a Member of
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